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Climbing Dojo 

"A Climb To Glory"

Climbing Dojo is for those who believe in pushing their physical

boundaries to seek an adventure. A challenging experience involving

heights, sweat and a lot of efforts, Climbing Dojo offers rock climbing and

lead climbing courses. Lead Climbing lessons are undertaken in an indoor

facility where visitors practice on a wall. Here, they are advised about

safety measures, fundamentals of climbing and important climbing

techniques. Rock climbing lessons are undertaken at the Dalkey Quarry;

tips related to harnessing and abseiling are shared during these lessons.

 +353 86 390 4690  climbingdojo.com/  hello@climbingdojo.com  47 Hampton Square, Dublin
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Ticknock Mountain Bike Trail 

"Challenging Bikiing Trail"

Located on the Dublin Mountains, 3 kilometers (1.86 miles) south of

Sandyford, Ticknock Mountain Trail is only a 30-minute journey from the

heart of Dublin. This is a rocky, challenging and highly technical trail that

leads to a single track with twists and turns at each corner. This terrain

offers a stern test to even the best of riders and is definitely not the place

to be if you're a novice.

 +353 1 206 3919  www.biking.ie/index.php/

mountain-bike-trails-tickno

ck-and-ballinastoe/mountai

n-biking-ticknock

 info@biking.ie  Ticknock Road, Dublin
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Zipit Forest Adventures 

"Treetop Adventure"

Enjoy a fun-filled day out whether alone or with friends or family with Zipit

Forest Adventures. Not only can patrons participate in a number of

activities like climbing tall trees, swinging at a height of 20 meters (65

feet) and ziplining, but there is an activity for people from all age groups.

Whether you are just looking for a fun-time out or whether you are looking

for an adrenaline rush, Zipit Forest Adventures will not let you down.

 +353 51 85 8008  www.zipit.ie/locations/tibr

adden-wood

 info@zipit.ie  Off R116, Tibradden wood,

Dublin
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Outdoor Adventures at Courtlough 

"Thrilling Adventures"

If you are an adventure enthusiast then Outdoor Adventures at

Courtlough is the place for you to be. With a plethora of outdoor activities,

this place leaves no stone unturned in giving you an adrenaline rush.

Archery, wall climbing, Clay Pigeon Shooting and zip line adventures mark

the beginning of your adventure here. Once you are warmed up, you can

go ahead and tackle activities like Off Road Driving, Abseiling, Giant

Swings and the Dropzone Freefall. A fun place for your family, Adventure

Center at Courtlough deserves to feature on your list of places-to-visit
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when in Dublin.

 +353 1 690 2070  www.courtlough.ie/advent

ures/

 info@courtlough.ie  Off R132, Courtlough

Shooting Grounds, Dublin
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